
 
                                                                                                                                                               

 

Nissan, 5780 

Delegation of Power of Attorney for the Sale of Chametz 

 

I, the undersigned, on my own behalf or acting as an agent for another party or entity (with the words “I”, “Me”, or 

“My” mentioned henceforth meant as a reference to myself and/or another party or entity on whose behalf I am 

acting as a an agent) hereby fully empower and authorize Rabbi Meir Gavriel Elbaz, Rav of Congregation Ohel Simcha, 

and/or anyone else acting on his behalf or in his stead to sell on my behalf any forms of Chametz possessed by me, 

both knowingly and unknowingly, as defined by Torah law and Rabbinic laws and regulations, including but not 

limited to Chametz, Chametz mixtures, doubtful Chametz, Chametz which tends to harden and adhere to the surface 

of pots, pans, and other utensils, and any animals, birds, or fish which are fed any of the aforementioned forms of 

Chametz. 

I likewise fully empower Rabbi Meir Gavriel Elbaz to rent out any and all places where Chametz and Chametz mixtures 

may be found in my possession, especially at the address(es) listed below, and anywhere else Chametz belonging to 

me or under my charge may be found.  

Rabbi Meir Gavriel Elbaz has full rights to sell and lease by any transaction and for such period of time he deems fit 

and proper. This delegation of power of attorney shall be subject to the terms and conditions set forth by the general 

authorization and power of attorney forms, contracts of sale and rental, and any other related documents used by 

Rabbi Meir Gavriel Elbaz this year, 5780/2020, to execute the sale of Chametz. I likewise fully authorize Rabbi Meir 

Gavriel Elbaz and/or anyone acting on his behalf or in his stead to fill out and sign such forms on my behalf. 

I hereby grant Rabbi Meir Gavriel Elbaz full authority and permission to appoint a substitute in his stead with full 

power to sell and lease as provided herein.  

The above given power is in conformity with the laws of the Torah, Rabbinic laws and regulations, laws and 

regulations of the State of New York and those of the government of the United States of America. In witness 

whereof, I hereby affix my signature (or electronic signature) below during this month of Nissan, 5780. 

 
Name:  _____________________________________________ 

 
Business Name (where applicable):  _____________________________________ 

 
Address:  ___________________________________________ 

                  ___________________________________________ 

 
Locations of Chametz in the Residence or Business:  __________________________________________________ 

                     __________________________________________________ 

 
Phone Number:  _____________________________________ 

 
Signature:  __________________________________________   Date:  __________________ 
 

        Please check this box if you are acting as an agent for another party or entity 

Congregation Ohel Simcha 
141-41 72nd Avenue 
Flushing, NY  11367 
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